
Safran’s attraction

A network ?

.. a gas of isolated droplets ?

... or ....









Another interesting soft-matter 
case

DNA-grafted gold nanoparticles
  (palindromic sticky sequences)



Self complementary DNA sequences
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Superselectivity

PNAS, 108 , 10963 (2011)

(with ligands)





# of ways  #b bonds 
are distributed
over nR sites 
(first bond nR ways, 
second bond  nR-1 ...)

# of ways    #b 
element can be 
selected out of k 







There is life in the ground state:�
vitrimers �

�
(entropy in action)







Catalyst …  Arrhenius Dynamics

“Strong glass former”

 



Connections to patchy particle

Network formed by a mixture of 
particles with valence f

1
 and f

2
 in 

non-stochiometric ratio in

 which all possible bonds between 
particles of different type are 
present!

Where is T ?         T=0 K !

What does it mean to switch  ?    Explore the different 
                                                       configurations of the ground state
                                                      
                    There is life in the ground state ! 
        





The patchy model analog 

Bonding volume and energy scale….



Wertheim theory: free energy

Using thermodynamic perturbation theory, we can approximate the (Helmholtz) free energy of 
the model system.

Free energy change as a result of forming bonds, in the limit of  T going to zero (strong bonds):

Combinatorial entropy term:



T=0 K Equilibrium phase diagram (Entropy Only!)

Theory: black dashed line
Simulations: points, solid line

Placing a vitrimer 
network in a good 
solvent leads to swelling
 

The network phase is 
closer to the ideal x

 the network never fully 
dissolves



Entropy in Theory and Simulation: comparison

Comparison between the entropy from simulations (red) and 
theory (blue).
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Basic Concepts in Self Assembly



Dimer partition function

Basic concepts in self-assembly
https://www.sif.it/static/SIF/resources/public/.../Sciortino_I.pdf
Vol. 193, 1 
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Remember Pine’s argument on the lock and key



One more example:  equilibrium polymers 





f=2Equilibrium chains





To “understand” self-assembly in these systems means:

Geometric properties

A)   To formulate a theory to calculate Thermodynamics

B)   To formulate a theory to calculate the cluster size distribution

knowing

Generalization to branching



Solution exists for loop-less clusters  (Stockmayer  JCP 11, 45 1943)



Review of Stockmayer approach:





Find the cluster size distribution which maximize the entropy satisfying the two constraints:

With A and B Lagrange multipliers 



AD,AE,AF, BD,BE,BF, CD,CE,CF
A

B

C

E
F

D

3 different dimers (12,13,23) each of them made in 9 ways,  times  4x3 ways to mix a dimer 
with the remaining monomer, divided by two to avoid overcounting

3x9x4x3/2=162

1 2 3



4 different trimers (123,124,134,234),each of them made in 162 ways. Separating the linear and the 
star configurations one gets:
Linear configurations: times 4x3 (bonds, 4 on the trimer and 3 on the monomer) ways divided by two 
to avoid overcounting: 4 x 162 x 4 x 3 / 2 = 3888
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Star configuration: times 1x3 (bonds, 1 on the central particle and 
3 on the monome) divided by three to avoid overcounting
4 x 162 x 1 x 3 / 3 = 648.
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How to calculate  ω
n

 ?  (Appendix A of JCP  
11,45)



Performing the sums… one finds

Increase of the polydispersity on increasing p
b

f=3



Cluster size distribution  at percolation

Critical behavior - power law dependence - critical exponent -2.5 

Absence of a characteristic size !!!





When energy and entropy 
compete for self-assembly�

�
DHS+Patchy Colloids �

�
Janus Particles �

�
Gel on heating



Dipolar Hard Spheres…

Tlusty-Safram, 
Science (2000)

Camp et al PRL (2000)

Dipolar Hard Sphere  
<M>=2.5….







PATCHY PARTICLES THAT FORM CHAINS:

ε
AA 

ADD  BRANCHING POSSIBILITIES 

ε
AB 

A patchy particle models that behaves as Safran’s DHS



Splitting the chain in two parts costs ε
AA

How the ground state looks like ? 
    Start from an infinite chain of AA bonds 



Chains win 
at low T

Branching wins
even at low T

Splitting the chain in two parts costs ε
AA

How the ground state looks like ? 
    Start from an infinite chain of AA bonds 

Joining the two newly created ends provides a  gain of -2ε
AB



 

Splitting the chain in two parts costs ε
AA

How the ground state looks like ? 
    Start from an infinite chain of AA bonds 

ε
AB

/ε
AA

=0.5 
Chaining wins  
at low T 

Branching wins 
even at low T 

  
 

ΔE=ε
AA 

-2ε
AB

  >0  
 

Joining the two newly created ends provides a  gain of -2ε
AB

= Cost of creating 2 ends

= Cost of creating 2 branching points 



ε
ΑB

/ε
ΑA 

=0.37

J. Russo, et al
Reentrant Phase Diagram of Network Fluids
Phys. Rev. Letts. 106, 085703 (2011) 

A patchy model with a “pinched” phase diagram

Russo et al PRL 106, 
085703 (2011); 



Evolution of the phase diagram on modulating the branching strength ε
AB



Re-entrant Phases: What is the physics of competitive interactions ? 

entropy-energy balance to stabilize different local structures: 

the emergence of a structure controlled by energy (stable at low T) 
which competes with a structure stabilized by entropy at 
intermediate T.


